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	Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Mycoses brings together globally-recognized mycoses experts to guide readers in the use of current knowledge in the field of medical mycology to manage those who suffer from fungal infections (mycoses). Often, diagnostic strategies and tests, including basic and directed culturing techniques, histopathology with standard and special stains, serological methods, and radiological studies all need to be considered and commonly combined to make the diagnosis of fungal infection. This volume first introduces and reviews these tools separately and then as they pertain to specific infections or groups of diseases.  The volume consists of four parts. Parts I-III provide an overview of diagnostic and therapeutic tools, and part IV presents the human mycoses.


	Diagnosis and Treatment of Human Mycoses is meant to be a concise text that will provide the busy infectious disease, hematology–oncology, pulmonology, or critical care specialist a practical tool to diagnose and manage fungal infections. In addition, the depth of the material in the text will provide these and other medical specialists and trainees an excellent reference and learning resource.
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Flash Cs5 Professional: Basic, Aca Edition + Certblaster (ILT)Crisp Learning, 2011

	This course introduces the basic elements and features of Flash Professional CS5 so that students can begin creating Flash applications for delivery on the Web. Students will learn how to use the Stage and the Library, create and format text, work with basic shapes, work with layers, and use the Timeline. They will learn how to format objects by...
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Jump-start Your SOC Analyst Career: A Roadmap to Cybersecurity SuccessApress, 2021

	Early in 2020, the world began suffering from a viral pandemic

	known as COVID-19. The world shut down, and people were

	ordered to shelter in place in their homes. Many jobs were lost

	or furloughed until the quarantine was lifted, but many

	employers were able to transition to a “work from home”

	structure. Internet...
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Courts and Trials: A Reference Handbook (Contemporary World Issues)ABC Clio, 2003


	Courts are governmental institutions that serve important functions for society, including dispute processing, policymaking, and the enforcement of rules. Courts have a profound effect on people within their jurisdiction, especially individuals subjected to a civil lawsuit or a criminal prosecution. When legal cases...
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Practical App Development with Aurelia: Leverage the Power of Aurelia to Build Personal and Business ApplicationsApress, 2018

	
		Explore all the aspects of the Aurelia framework, including routing, templating, data binding, custom elements, event aggregation, HTTP services, features, plugins, etc. You’ll see how to tie all the pieces together and walk away with an understanding of how to build applications, end to end.

	
		Practical App...
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The Adobe Illustrator CS Wow! BookPeachpit Press, 2003
One of the first things you might notice about the newest
version of Adobe Illustrator is that numbers are out, and
letters are in. Instead of the predictable "Illustrator 11,"
this release has been given the name "Illustrator CS." The
CS stands for Creative Suite, and in fact it is a pretty suite
deal...
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Philip Roth: The BiographyW W Norton, 2021

	
		New York Times Bestseller

		

		The renowned biographer’s definitive portrait of a literary titan.

	
		Appointed by Philip Roth and granted independence and complete access, Blake Bailey spent years poring over Roth’s personal archive, interviewing his friends, lovers, and...
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